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Abstract
Despite growing interest in quantifying and modeling the scoring dynamics within
professional sports games, relative little is known about what patterns or principles, if
any, cut across diﬀerent sports. Using a comprehensive data set of scoring events in
nearly a dozen consecutive seasons of college and professional (American) football,
professional hockey, and professional basketball, we identify several common
patterns in scoring dynamics. Across these sports, scoring tempo - when scoring
events occur - closely follows a common Poisson process, with a sport-speciﬁc rate.
Similarly, scoring balance - how often a team wins an event - follows a common
Bernoulli process, with a parameter that eﬀectively varies with the size of the lead.
Combining these processes within a generative model of gameplay, we ﬁnd they
both reproduce the observed dynamics in all four sports and accurately predict game
outcomes. These results demonstrate common dynamical patterns underlying
within-game scoring dynamics across professional team sports, and suggest speciﬁc
mechanisms for driving them. We close with a brief discussion of the implications of
our results for several popular hypotheses about sports dynamics.
Keywords: team sports; big data; dynamics; prediction

1 Introduction
Professional team sports like American football, soccer, hockey, basketball, etc. provide
a rich and relatively well-controlled domain by which to study fundamental questions
about the dynamics of competition. In these sports, most environmental irregularities are
eliminated, players are highly trained, and rules are enforced consistently. These features
produce a level playing ﬁeld on which competition outcomes are determined largely by a
combination of skill and luck (ideally more the former than the latter).
Modern sports in particular produce large quantities of detailed data describing not only
competition outcomes and team characteristics, but also the individual events within a
competition, e.g., scoring events, referee calls, timeouts, ball possessions, court positions,
etc. The availability of such data has enabled many quantitative analyses of individual
sports [–]. Relatively little work, however, has asked what patterns or principles, if any,
cut across diﬀerent sports, or whether there are fundamental processes governing some
dynamical aspects of all such competitions. These questions are the focus of this study,
and our results shed light on several other phenomena, including the roles of skill and
luck in determining outcomes, and the extent to which events early in the game inﬂuence
events later in the game.
© 2014 Merritt and Clauset; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Game theory provides an attractive quantitative framework for understanding the principles and dynamics of competition []. Given a set of payoﬀs for diﬀerent actions, formal game theory can identify the optimal strategy or probability distribution over actions
against an intelligent adversary. In simple decision spaces, like penalty shots in soccer []
or serve-and-return play in tennis [], professional athletes appear to behave as game
theory predicts (although some do not []). However, most professional team sports exhibit large and complex decision spaces, with many possible actions of uncertain payoﬀs,
and execution is carried out by an imperfectly coordinated team. Game theory provides
less guidance within such complex games, and the resulting dynamics are often better
described using tools from dynamical systems [, ].
Using such an approach, we investigate the within-game scoring dynamics of four team
sports, college and professional (American) football, professional hockey, and professional
basketball. Our primary goals are (i) to quantify and identify the common empirical patterns in scoring dynamics of these sports, and (ii) to understand the competitive processes
that produce these patterns. We do not consider non-stationary eﬀects across games, e.g.,
evolving team rosters or skill sets, playing ﬁeld variables, etc. Instead, we focus explicitly
on the sequence of scoring events within games. For each sport, we study three measurable quantities: scoring event tempo, balance, and predictability. We take an inferential
approach to investigating their cross-sport patterns and present a generative model of
competition dynamics that can be ﬁtted directly to scoring event data within games. We
apply this model to a comprehensive data set of ,, scoring events across  or 
years of consecutive seasons in our four team sports.
There are many claims in both the academic literature and the popular press about scoring dynamics within sports, and sports are often used as exemplars of decision making and
dynamics in complex competitive environments [, –]. Our results on common patterns in scoring dynamics and the processes that generate them serve to clarify, and in
several cases directly contradict, many of these claims, and provide a systematic perspective on the general phenomenon.

1.1 Summary of results
Across all sports, scoring tempo - when scoring events occur - is remarkably welldescribed by a Poisson process, in which scoring events occur independently with a sportspeciﬁc rate at each second on the game clock. This rate is fairly stable across the course
of gameplay, except in the ﬁrst and last few seconds of a scoring period, where it is much
lower or much higher, respectively, than normal. This common pattern implies that scoring events are largely memoryless, i.e., the timing of events earlier in the game have little
or no impact on the timing of future events. Memorylessness contrasts with the dynamics
of strategic games like chess or Go, in which events early in a game constrain and drive
later events. Instead, professional sports appear to exhibit little strategic entailment, and
events are driven instead by short-term optimization for scoring as quickly as possible.
The scoring balance between teams - how often a team wins a scoring event - is welldescribed by a common Bernoulli process, with a bias parameter that varies eﬀectively
over gameplay and across sports. Football and hockey exhibit a common pattern in which
the probability of scoring again while in the lead eﬀectively increases with lead size. In basketball, however, this probability decreases with lead size (a phenomenon ﬁrst identiﬁed
by []). The former pattern is consistent with the outcome of each scoring event being
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determined by a memoryless coin ﬂip whose bias depends on the diﬀerence in the teams’
inherent skill levels. The pattern in basketball is also consistent with such a process, but
where on-court team skill varies inversely with lead size as a result of teams deploying
their weaker players when they are in the lead and their stronger players when they are
not. This player management strategy produces substantially more unpredictable games
than in other sports, with winning teams losing their lead and losing teams regaining it
much more often than we would normally expect.
Overall, these results reinforce the conclusions from scoring tempo, indicating that
event outcomes early in a game have little or no impact on event outcomes later in the
game, which reinforces statistical claims that teams do not become ‘hot,’ [, , ] with
successes running in streaks. Instead, gameplay is largely a sequence of roughly independent, short-term optimizations aimed at maximizing near-term scoring rates, with little
multi-play strategic eﬀorts and few downstream consequences for mistakes or miscalculations. This memorylessness may be caused by a persistently level playing ﬁeld, which
lacks strategically exploitable environmental features [] and forbids actions that might
produce sustained competitive advantages [] as a result of within-game choices, e.g.,
eliminating an opposing team’s best players. Table  summarizes these results as they relate to a series of speciﬁc questions about scoring dynamics.
We combine these insights within a generative model of gameplay and demonstrate that
it accurately reproduces the observed evolution of lead-sizes over the course of games
in all four sports, and also makes highly accurate predictions of game outcomes, when
only the ﬁrst few scoring events have occurred. Cursory comparisons suggest that this
Table 1 A summary of our results, in question-and-answer format
Question

Answer

Does scoring in games of diﬀerent team sports
follow common patterns?
What is the common pattern?

Yes. The pattern of when points are scored and who gets
them are remarkably similar across sports.
Events occur randomly (a Poisson process). Which team
wins the points is coin ﬂip (a Bernoulli process) that
depends on the relative skill diﬀerence of the teams on the
ﬁeld.
A strong focus on short-term maximization of scoring
opportunities, while blocking the other team from the
same. There is no evidence of strategic planning across
plays, as in games like chess or Go. Teams largely react to
events as they occur.
Each sport has a characteristic rate (see Table 3), which
increases dramatically at the end of scoring periods.
Skill and luck, in that order.
No. Each scoring event or ‘play’ is eﬀectively independent,
once we control for relative team skill (and lead size in
basketball). Gameplay is eﬀectively ‘memoryless.’
No. Just like players [19], teams do not get ‘hot.’ Scoring
streaks are caused by getting lucky.
Every moment is equally easy or diﬃcult. But, teams try
harder at the end of a period.
Pro basketball, where lead sizes (spreads) tend to shrink
back to zero. This tendency generates many ‘ties’ as a game
unfolds.
No. Pro basketball is the only sport where the spread tends
to shrink. In football and hockey, the spread tends to grow
over time.
No. Being behind helps you lose. Being ahead and being
lucky helps you win.

What might cause this pattern?

What determines how often scoring occurs?
What determines who wins an event?
Do events early in a game inﬂuence events later in
a game?
Can a team be ‘hot,’ where they score in streaks?
When is it easier or harder to score?
Which sport is the most unpredictable?

Do other sports exhibit this pattern?

Does being behind help you win, as argued by
[21]?
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model achieves accuracy comparable to or better than several commercial odds-makers,
despite this model knowing nothing about teams, players, or strategies, and instead relying
exclusively on the observed tempo and balance patterns in scoring events.

2 A null model for competition dynamics
We ﬁrst introduce the limiting case of an ideal competition, which provides a useful tool
by which to identify and quantify interesting deviations within real data, and to generate
hypotheses as to what underlying processes might produce them. Although we describe
this model in terms of two teams accumulating points, it can in principle be generalized
to other forms of competition.
In an ideal competition, events unfold on a perfectly neutral or ‘level’ playing ﬁeld, in
which there are no environmental features that could give one side a competitive advantage over the other []. Furthermore, each side is perfectly skilled, i.e., they possess complete information both about the state of the game, e.g., the position of the ball, the location of the players, etc. and the set of possible strategies, their optimum responses, and
their likelihood of being employed. This is an unrealistic assumption, as real competitors
are imperfectly skilled, and possess both imperfect information and incomplete strategic
knowledge of the game. However, increased skill generally implies improved performance
on these characteristics, and the limiting case would be perfect skill. Finally, each side exhibits a slightly imperfect ability to execute any particular chosen strategy, which captures
the fact that no side can control all variables on the ﬁeld. In other words, two perfectly
skilled teams competing on a level playing ﬁeld will produce scoring events by chance
alone, e.g., a slight miscalculation of velocity, a fumbled pass, shifting environmental variables like wind or heat, etc.
An ideal competition thus eliminates all of the environmental, player, and strategic heterogeneities that normally distinguish and limit a team. The result, particularly from the
spectator’s point of view, is a competition whose dynamics are fundamentally unpredictable. Such a competition would be equivalent to a simple stochastic process, in which
scoring events arrive randomly, via a Poisson process with rate λ, points are awarded to
each team with equal probability, as in a fair Bernoulli process with parameter c = /, and
the number of those points is an iid random variable from some sport-speciﬁc distribution.
Mathematically, let Sr (t) and Sb (t) denote the cumulative scores of teams r and s at time
t, where  ≤ t ≤ T represents the game clock. (For simplicity, we do not treat overtime and
instead let the game end at t = T.) The probability that Sr increases by k points at time t
is equal to the joint probability of observing an event worth k points, scored by team r at
time t. Assuming independence, this probability is


Pr Sr (t) = k = Pr(event at t) Pr(r scores) Pr(points = k).

()

The evolution of the diﬀerence in these scores thus follows an ﬁnite-length unbiased random walk on the integers, moving left or right with equal probability, starting at S = 
at t = .
Real competitions will deviate from this ideal because they possess various non-ideal
features. The type and size of such deviations are evidence for competitive mechanisms
that drive the scoring dynamics away from the ideal.
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Table 2 Summary of data for each sport, including total number of seasons, teams,
competitions, and scoring events
Sport

Abbrv.

Seasons

Teams

Competitions

Scoring events

Football (college)
Football (pro)
Hockey (pro)
Basketball (pro)

CFB
NFL
NHL
NBA

10, 2000-2009
10, 2000-2009
10, 2000-2009
9, 2002-2010

486
31
29
31

14,588
2,654
11,813
11,744

120,827
19,476
44,989
1,080,285

3 Scoring event data
Throughout our analyses, we utilize a comprehensive data set of all points scored in league
games of consecutive seasons of college-level American football (NCAA Divisions -,
 seasons; -), professional American football (NFL,  seasons; -),
professional hockey (NHL,  seasons; -), and professional basketball (NBA, 
seasons, -).a Each scoring event includes the time at which the event occurred,
the player and corresponding team that won the event, and the number of points it was
worth. From these, we extract all scoring events that occurred during regulation time (i.e.,
we exclude all overtime events), which account for % or more of scoring events in each
sport, and we combine events that occur at the same second of game time. Table  summarizes these data, which encompass more than . million scoring events across more
than , games.
A brief overview of each sport’s primary game mechanics is provided in Additional ﬁle
 as Appendix A. In general, games in these sports are competitions between two teams
of ﬁxed size, and points are accumulated each time one team places the ball or puck in
the opposing team’s goal. Playing ﬁelds are ﬂat, featureless surfaces. Gameplay is divided
into three or four scoring periods within a maximum of  or  minutes (not including
potential overtime). The team with the greatest score at the end of this time is declared
the winner.
4 Game tempo
A game’s ‘tempo’ is the speed at which scoring events occur over the course of play. Past
work on the timing of scoring events has largely focused on hockey, soccer and basketball [, , ], with little work examining football or in contrasting patterns across sports.
However, these studies show strong evidence that game tempo is well approximated by
a homogenous Poisson process, in which scoring events occur at each moment in time
independently with some small and roughly constant probability.
Analyzing the timing of scoring events across all four of our sports, we ﬁnd that the
Poisson process is a remarkably good model of game tempo, yielding predictions that are
in good or excellent agreement with a variety of statistical measures of gameplay. Furthermore, these results conﬁrm and extend previous work [, ], while contrasting with
others [, ], showing little or no evidence for the popular belief in ‘momentum’ or ‘hot
hands,’ in which scoring once increases the probability of scoring again very soon. However, we do ﬁnd some evidence for modest non-Poissonian patterns in tempo, some of
which are common to all four sports.
4.1 The Poisson model of tempo
A Poisson process is fully characterized by a single parameter λ, representing the probability that an event occurs, or the expected number of events, per unit time. In each sport,
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Table 3 Tempo summary statistics for each sport, along with simple derived values for the
expected number of events per game and seconds between events
Sport

λ̂
[events/s]

T
[s]

λ̂T
[events/game]

1/λ̂
[s/event]

NFL
CFB
NHL
NBA

0.00204(1)
0.00230(1)
0.00106(1)
0.03194(5)

3600
3600
3600
2880

7.34
8.28
3.81
91.99

490.2
434.8
943.4
31.3

Parenthetical values indicate standard uncertainty in the ﬁnal digit.

Figure 1 Scoring events per game. Empirical distributions for the number of scoring events per game,
along with the estimated Poisson model with rate λT (dashed).

game time is divided into seconds and there are T seconds per a game (see Table ). For
each sport, we test this model in several ways: we compare the empirical and predicted
distributions for the number of events per game and for the time between consecutive
scoring events, and we examine the two-point correlation function for these inter-event
times.
Under a Poisson model [], the number of scoring events per game follows a Poisson
distribution with parameter λT, and the maximum likelihood estimate of λ is the average
number of events observed in a game divided by the number of intervals (which varies
per sport). Furthermore, the time between consecutive events follows a simple geometric
(discrete exponential) distribution, with mean /λ, and the two-point correlation between
these delays is zero at all time scales.
For the number of events per game, we ﬁnd generally excellent agreement between the
Poisson model and the data for every sport (Figure ). However, there are some small de-
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Figure 2 Time between scoring events. Empirical distribution of time between consecutive scoring events,
shown as the complementary cdf, along with the estimated distribution from the Poisson model (dashed).
Insets show the correlation function for inter-event times.

viations, which suggests some second-order, non-Poissonian processes, which we investigate below. Deviations are greatest in NHL games, whose distribution is slightly broader
than predicted, underproducing games with  events, and overproducing games with  or
with  or more events. Similarly, CFB games have a slight excess of games with  events,
and NBA games exhibit slightly more variation in NBA games with scores close to the
average (. events) than expected. In contrast, NFL games exhibit slightly less variance
than expected, with more games close to the average (. events) than expected.
For the time between consecutive scoring events within a game, or the inter-arrival time
distribution, we again ﬁnd excellent agreement between the Poisson model and the data in
all sports (Figure ). That being said, in CFB, NFL and NBA games, there are slightly fewer
gaps of the minimum size than predicted by the model. This indicates a slight dispersive
eﬀect in the timing of events, perhaps caused by the time required to transport the ball
some distance before a new event may be generated. In contrast, NHL games produce as
many short gaps, more intermediate gaps, and fewer very long gaps than expected were
events purely Poissonian.
Finally, we calculate the two-point correlation function on the times between scoring
events [],

C(n) =





  

tk – t tk+n – t
tk – t ,
k

k

()
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where tk is the kth inter-arrival time, n indicates the gap between it and a subsequent
event, and t is the mean time between events. If C(n) is positive, short intervals tend to
be followed by other short intervals (or, large intervals by large intervals), while a negative
value implies alternation, with short intervals followed by long, or vice versa. Across all
four sports, the correlation function is close or very close to zero for all values of n (Figure 
insets), in excellent agreement with the Poisson process, which predicts C(n) =  for all
n > , representing no correlation in the timing of events (a result also found by [] in
basketball). However, in CFB, NFL and NHL games, we ﬁnd a slight negative correlation
for very small values of n, suggesting a slight tendency for short intervals to be closely
followed by longer ones, and vice versa.

4.2 Common patterns in game tempo
Our results above provide strong support for a common Poisson-like process for modeling
game tempo across all four sports. We also ﬁnd some evidence for mild non-Poissonian
processes, which we now investigate by directly examining the scoring rate as a function of
clock time. Within each sport, we tabulate the fraction of games in which a scoring event
(associated with any number of points) occurred in the tth second of gameplay.
Across all sports, we ﬁnd that the tempo of events follows a common three-phase pattern
within each distinct period of play (Figure ). This pattern, which resembles an inverse sigmoid, is characterized by (i) an early phase of non-linearly increasing tempo, (ii) a middle
phase of stable (Poissonian) or slightly increasing tempo, and (iii) an end phase of sharply

Figure 3 Game tempo. Empirical probability of scoring events as a function of game time, for each sport,
along with the mean within-sport probability (dashed line). Each distinct game period, demarcated by vertical
lines, shows a common three-phase pattern in tempo.
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increasing tempo. This pattern is also observed in certain online games [], which have
substantially diﬀerent rules and are played in highly heterogeneous environments, suggesting a possibly fundamental generating mechanism for team-competitive systems.
.. Early phase: non-linear increase in tempo
When a period begins, players are in speciﬁc and ﬁxed locations on the ﬁeld, and the ball
or puck is far from any team’s goal. Thus, without regard to other aspects of the game,
it must take some time for players to move out of these initial positions and to establish
scoring opportunities. This would reduce the probability of scoring relative to the game
average by limiting access to certain player-ball conﬁgurations that require time to set up.
Furthermore, and potentially most strongly in the ﬁrst of these phases (beginning at t = ),
players and teams may still be ‘warming up,’ in the sense of learning [] the capabilities
and tendencies of the opposing team and players, and which tactics to deploy against the
opposing team’s choices. These behaviors would also reduce the probability of scoring by
encouraging risk averse behavior in establishing and taking scoring opportunities.
We ﬁnd evidence for both mechanisms in our data. Both CFB and NFL games exhibit
short and modest-sized dips in scoring rates in periods  and , reﬂecting the fact that
player and ball positions are not reset when the preceding quarters end, but rather gameplay in the new quarter resumes from its previous conﬁguration. In contrast, CFB and NFL
periods  and  show signiﬁcant drops in scoring rates, and both of these quarters begin
with a kickoﬀ from ﬁxed positions on the ﬁeld. Similarly, NBA and NHL games exhibit
strong but short-duration dips in scoring rate at the beginning of each of their periods,
reﬂecting the fact that each quarter begins with a tossup or face-oﬀ, in which players are
located in ﬁxed positions on the court or rink. NBA and football games also exhibit some
evidence of the ‘warming up’ process, with the overall scoring rate being slightly lower in
period  than in other equivalent periods. In contrast, NHL games exhibit a prolonged
warmup period, lasting well past the end of the ﬁrst period. This pattern may indicate
more gradual within-game learning in hockey, perhaps are a result of the large diversity
of on-ice player combinations caused by teams rotating their four ‘lines’ of players every
few minutes.
.. Middle phase: constant tempo
Once players have moved away from their initial locations and/or warmed up, gameplay
proceeds ﬂuidly, with scoring events occurring without any systematic dependence on the
game clock. This produces a ﬂat, stable or stationary pattern in the probability of scoring
events. A slight but steady increase in tempo over the course of this phase is consistent
with learning, perhaps as continued play sheds more light on the opposing team’s capabilities and weaknesses, causing a progressive increase in scoring rate as that knowledge
is accumulated and put into practice.
A stable scoring rate pattern appears in every period in NFL, CFB and NBA games, with
slight increases observed in periods  and  in football, and in periods - in basketball.
NHL games exhibit stable scoring rates in the second half of period  and throughout
period . Within a given game, but across scoring periods, scoring rates are remarkably
similar, suggesting little or no variation in overall strategies across the periods of gameplay.
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.. End phase: sharply increased tempo
The end of a scoring period often requires players to reset their positions, and any eﬀort
spent establishing an advantageous player conﬁguration is lost unless that play produces
a scoring event. This impending loss-of-position will tend to encourage more risky actions, which serve to dramatically increase the scoring rate just before the period ends.
The increase in scoring rate should be largest in the ﬁnal period, when no additional scoring opportunities lay in the future. In some sports, teams may eﬀectively slow the rate by
which time progresses through game clock management (e.g., using timeouts) or through
continuing play (at the end of quarters in football). This eﬀectively compresses more actions than normal into a short period of time, which may also increase the rate, without
necessarily adding more risk.
We ﬁnd evidence mainly for the loss-of-position mechanism, but the rules of these
games suggest that clock management likely also plays a role. Relative to the mean tempo,
we ﬁnd a sharply increased rate at the end of each sport’s games, in agreement with a
strong incentive to score before a period ends. (This increase indicates that a ‘lolly-gag
strategy,’ in which a leading team in possession intentionally runs down the clock to prevent the trailing team from gaining possession, is a relatively rare occurrence.) Intermediate periods in NFL, CFB and NBA games also exhibit increased scoring rates in their
ﬁnal seconds. In football, this increase is greatest at the end of period , rather than period . The increased rate at the ends of periods  and  in football is also interesting, as
here the period’s end does not reset the player conﬁguration on the ﬁeld, but rather teams
switch goals. This likely creates a mild incentive to initiate some play before the period
ends (which is allowed to ﬁnish, even if the game clock runs out). NHL games exhibit no
discernible end-phase pattern in their intermediate periods ( and ), but show an enormous end-game eﬀect, with the scoring rate growing to more than three times its game
mean. This strong pattern may be related to the strategy in hockey of the losing team
‘pulling the goalie,’ in which the goalie leaves their defensive position in order to increase
the chances of scoring. Regardless of the particular mechanism, the end-phase pattern is
ubiquitous.
In general, we ﬁnd a common set of modest non-Poissonian deviations in game tempo
across all four sports, although the vast majority of tempo dynamics continue to agree
with a simple Poisson model.

5 Game balance
A game’s ‘balance’ is the relative distribution of scoring events (not points) among the
teams. Perfectly balanced games, however, do not always result in a tie. In our model of
competition, each scoring event is awarded to one team or the other by a Bernoulli process,
and in the case of perfect balance, the probability is equal, at c = /. The expected fraction
of scoring events won by a team is also c = /, and its distribution depends on the number
of scoring events in the game. We estimate this null distribution by simulating perfectly
balanced games for each sport, given the empirical distribution of scoring events per game
(see Figure ). Comparing the simulated distribution against the empirical distribution
of c provides a measure of the true imbalance among teams, while controlling for the
stochastic eﬀects of events within games.
Across all four sports, we ﬁnd signiﬁcant deviations in this fraction relative to perfect
balance. NFL and CFB games exhibited more variance than expected, while NHL and NBA
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games exhibited the least. Within a game, scoring balance exhibits unexpected patterns. In
particular NBA games exhibit an unusual ‘restoring force’ pattern, in which the probability
of winning the next scoring event decreases with the size of a team’s lead (a pattern ﬁrst
observed by []). In contrast, NFL, CFB and NHL games exhibit the opposite eﬀect, in
which the probability of winning the next scoring event appears to increase with the size
of the lead - a pattern consistent with a heterogeneous distribution of team skill.

5.1 Quantifying balance
The fraction of all events in the game that were won by a randomly selected team provides
a simple measure of the overall balance of a particular game in a sport. Let r and b index
the two teams and let Er (Eb ) denote the total number of events won by team r in its
game with b. The maximum likelihood estimator for a game’s bias is simply the fraction
ĉ = Er /(Er + Eb ) of all scoring events in the game won by r.
Tabulating the empirical distributions of ĉ within each sport, we ﬁnd that the most common outcome, in all sports, is c = /, in agreement with the Bernoulli model. However,
the distributions around this value deviate substantially from the form expected for perfect balance (Figure ), but not always in the same direction.
In CFB and NFL, the distributions of scoring balances are similar, but the shape for CFB
is broader than for NFL, suggesting that CFB competitions are less balanced than NFL
competitions. This is likely a result of the broader range of skill diﬀerences among teams

Figure 4 Game balance. Smoothed distributions for the empirical fraction ĉ of events won by a team, for
each sport, and the predicted fraction for a perfectly balanced scoring, when given the empirical distribution
of events per game (Figure 1). Modes at 1 and 0 indicate a non-trivial probability of one team winning or
losing every event, which is more common when only a few events occur.
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at the college level, as compared to the professionals. Like CFB and NFL, NHL games also
exhibit substantially more blowouts and fewer ties than expected, which is consistent with
a heterogeneous distribution of team skills. Surprisingly, however, NBA games exhibit less
variance in the ﬁnal relative lead size than we expect for perfectly balanced games, a pattern we will revisit in the following section.

5.2 Scoring while in the lead
Although many non-Bernoulli processes may occur within professional team sports, here
we examine only one: whether the size of a lead L, the diﬀerence in team scores or point
totals, provides information about the probability of a team winning the next event. []
previously considered this question for scoring events and lead sizes within NBA games,
but not other sports. Across all four of our sports, we tabulated the fraction of times the
leading team won the next scoring event, given it held a lead of size L. This function is
symmetric about L = , where it passes through probability p = / where the identity of
the leading team may change.
Examining the empirical scoring functions (Figure ), we ﬁnd that the probability of
scoring next varies systematically with lead size L. In particular, for CFB, NFL and NHL
games, the probability appears to increase with lead size, while it decreases in NBA games.
The eﬀect of the negative relationship in NBA games is a kind of ‘restoring force,’ such
that leads of any size tend to shrink back toward a tied score. This produces a narrower

Figure 5 Lead-size dynamics. The probability of scoring as a function of a team’s lead size for each sport,
football, hockey, and basketball and a linear least-squares ﬁt (p ≤ 0.1), indicating positive or negative
correlations between scoring and a competition’s score diﬀerence.
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distribution of ﬁnal lead sizes than we would expect under Bernoulli-style competition,
precisely as shown in Figure  for NBA games.
Although the positive function for CFB, NFL and NHL games may superﬁcially support
a kind of ‘hot hands’ or cumulative advantage-type mechanism, in which lead size tends to
grow superlinearly over time, we do not believe this explains the observed pattern. A more
plausible mechanism is a simple heterogeneous skill model, in which each team has a latent
skill value πr , and the probability that team r wins a scoring event against b is determined
by a Bernoulli process with c = πr /(πr +πb ). (This model is identical to the popular BradleyTerry model of win-loss records of teams [], except here we apply it to each scoring event
within a game.)
For a broad class of team-skill distributions, this model produces a scoring function with
the same sigmoidal shape seen here, and the linear pattern at L =  is the result of averaging over the distribution of biases c induced by the team skill distribution. The function
ﬂattens out at large |L| assuming the value representing the largest skill diﬀerence possible
among the league teams. This explanation is supported by the stronger correlation in CFB
games (+. probability per point in the lead) versus NFL games (+. probability
per point), as CFB teams are known to exhibit much broader skill diﬀerences than NFL
teams, in agreement with our results above in Figure .
NBA games, however, present a puzzle, because no distribution of skill diﬀerences can
produce a negative correlation under this latent-skill model. [] suggested this negative
pattern could be produced by possession of the ball changing after each scoring event, or
by the leading team ‘coasting’ and thereby playing below their true skill level. However, the
change-of-possession rule also exists in CFB and NFL games (play resumes with a faceoﬀ
in NHL games), but only NBA games exhibit the negative correlation. Coasting could occur for psychological reasons, in which losing teams play harder, and leading teams less
hard, as suggested by []. Again, however, the absence of this pattern in other sports suggest that the mechanism is not psychological.
A plausible alternative explanation is that NBA teams employ various strategies that
serve to change the ratio c = πr /(πr + πb ) as a function of lead size. For instance, when a
team is in the lead, they often substitute out their stronger and more oﬀensive players,
e.g., to allow them to rest or avoid injury, or to manage ﬂoor spacing or skill combinations. When a team is down by an amount that likely varies across teams, these players
are put back on the court. If both teams pursue such strategies, the eﬀective ratio c will
vary inversely with lead size such that the leading team becomes eﬀectively weaker compared to the non-leading team. In contrast to NBA teams, teams in CFB, NFL and NHL
seem less able to pursue such a strategy. In football, substitutions are relatively uncommon, implying that πr should not vary much over the course of a game. In hockey, each
team rotates through most of its players every few minutes, which limits the ability for
high- or low-skilled players to eﬀectively change πr over the course of a game.

6 Modeling lead-size dynamics
The previous insights identify several basic patterns in scoring tempo and balance across
sports. However, we still lack a clear understanding of the degree to which any of these patterns is necessary to produce realistic scoring dynamics. Here, we investigate this question
by combining the identiﬁed patterns within a generative model of scoring over time, and
test which combinations produce realistic dynamics in lead sizes. In particular, we consider two models of tempo and two models of balance. For each of the four pairs of tempo
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and balance models for each sport, we generate via Monte Carlo a large number of games
and measure the resulting variation in lead size as a function of the game clock, which we
then compare to the empirical pattern.
Our two scoring tempo models are as follows. In the ﬁrst (Bernoulli) model, each second
of time produces an event with the empirical probability observed for that second across
all games (shown in Figure ). In the second (Markov), we draw an inter-arrival time from
the empirical distribution of such gaps (shown in Figure ), advance the game clock by
that amount, and generate a scoring event at that clock time.
Our two balance models are as follows. In the ﬁrst (Bernoulli) model, for each match
we draw a uniformly random value c from the empirical distribution of scoring balances
(shown in Figure ) and for each scoring event, the points are won by team r with that
probability and by team b otherwise. In the second (Markov), a scoring event is awarded
to the leading team with the empirically estimated probability for the current lead size L
(shown in Figure ). Once a scoring event is generated and assigned, that team’s score is
incremented by a point value drawn iid from the empirical distribution of point values per
scoring event for the sport (see Additional ﬁle , Appendix B).
The four combinations of tempo and balance models thus cover our empirical ﬁndings
for patterns in the scoring dynamics of these sports. The simpler models (called Bernoulli)
represent dynamics with no memory, in which each event is an iid random variable, albeit
drawn from a data-driven distribution. The more complicated models (called Markov)
represent dynamics with some memory, allowing past events to inﬂuence the ongoing
gameplay dynamics. In particular, these are ﬁrst-order Markov models, in which only the
events of the most recent past state inﬂuence the outcome of the random variable at the
current state.
Generating , competitions under each combination of models for each sport, we
ﬁnd a consistent pattern across sports (Figure ): the Markov model of game tempo provides little improvement over the Bernoulli model in capturing the empirical pattern of
lead-size variation, while the Markov model for balance provides a signiﬁcant improvement over the Bernoulli model. In particular, the Markov model generates gameplay dynamics in very good agreement with the empirical patterns.
That being said, some small deviations remain. For instance, the Markov model slightly
overestimates the lead-size variation in the ﬁrst half, and slightly underestimates it in the
second half of CFB games. In NFL games, it provides a slight overestimate in ﬁrst half,
but then converges on the empirical pattern in the second half. NHL games exhibit the
largest and most systematic deviation, with the Markov model producing more variation
than observed, particularly in the game’s second half. However, it should be noted that the
low-scoring nature of NHL means that what appears to be a visually large overestimate
here (Figure ) is small when compared to the deviations seen in the other sports. NBA
games exhibit a similar pattern to CFB games, but the crossover point occurs at the end
of period , rather than at period . These modest deviations suggest the presence of still
other non-ideal processes governing the scoring dynamics, particularly in NHL games.
We emphasize that the Markov model’s accuracy for CFB, NFL and NHL games does
not imply that individual matches follow this pattern of favoring the leader. Instead, the
pattern provides a compact and eﬃcient summary of scoring dynamics conditioned on
unobserved characteristics like team skill. Our model generates competition between two
featureless teams, and the Markov model provides a data-driven mechanism by which
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Figure 6 Modeling lead-size dynamics. Comparison of empirical lead-size variation as a function of clock
time with those produced by Bernoulli (B) or Markov (M) tempo or balance models, for each sport.

some pairs of teams may behave as if they have small or large diﬀerences in latent skill. It
remains an interesting direction for future work to investigate precisely how player and
team characteristics determine team skill, and how team skill impacts scoring dynamics.

7 Predicting outcomes from gameplay
The accuracy of our generative model in the previous section suggest that it may also produce accurate predictions of the game’s overall outcome, after observing only the events
in the ﬁrst t seconds of the game. In this section, we study the predictability of game outcome using the Markov model for scoring balance, and compare its accuracy to the simple
heuristic of guessing the winner to be the team currently in the lead at time t. Thus, we
convert our Markov model into an explicit Markov chain on the lead size L, which allows
us to simulate the remaining T – t seconds conditioned on the lead size at time t. For concreteness, we deﬁne the lead size L relative to team r, such that L <  implies that b is in
the lead.
The Markov chain’s state space is the set of all possible lead sizes (score diﬀerences between teams r and b), and its transition matrix P gives the probability that a scoring event
changes a lead of size L to one of size L . If r wins the event, then L = L + k, where k is
the event’s point value, while if b wins the event, then L = L – k. Assuming the value and
winner of the event are independent, the transition probabilities are given by
PL,L+k = Pr(r scores | L) Pr(point value = k),


PL,L–k =  – Pr(r scores | L) Pr(point value = k),
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where, for the particular sport, we use the empirical probability function for scoring as a
function of lead size (Figure ), from r’s perspective, and the empirical distribution (Additional ﬁle , Appendix B) for the point value.
The probability that team r is the predicted winner depends on the probability distribution over lead sizes at time T. Because scoring events are conditionally independent,
this distribution is given by Pn , where n is the expected number of scoring events in the
remaining clock time T – t, multiplied by a vector S representing the initial state L = .

Given a choice of time t, we estimate n = Tw=t Pr(event | w), which is the expected number of events given the empirical tempo function (Figure , also the Bernoulli tempo model
in Section ) and the remaining clock time. We then convert this distribution, which we
calculate numerically, into a prediction by summing probabilities for each of three outcomes: r wins (states L > ), r ties b (state L = ), and b wins (states L > ). In this way,
we capture the information contained in the magnitude of the current lead, which is lost
when we simply predict that the current leader will win, regardless of lead size.
We test the accuracy of the Markov chain using an out-of-sample prediction scheme,
in which we repeatedly divide each sports’ game data into a training set of a randomly
selected / of all games and a test set of the remaining /. From each training set, we
estimate the empirical functions used in the model and compute the Markov chain’s transition matrix. Then, across the games in each test set, we measure the mean fraction of
times the Markov chain’s prediction is correct. This fraction is equivalent to the popular
AUC statistic [], where AUC = . denotes an accuracy no better than guessing.
Instead of evaluating the model at some arbitrarily selected time, we investigate how outcome predictability evolves over time. Speciﬁcally, we compute the AUC as a function of
the cumulative number of scoring events in the game, using the empirically observed times
and lead sizes in each test-set game to parameterize the model’s predictions. When the
number of cumulative events is small, game outcomes should be relatively unpredictable,
and as the clock runs down, predictability should increase. To provide a reference point
for the quality of these results, we also measure the AUC over time for a simple heuristic
of predicting the winner as the team in the lead after the event.
Across all sports, we ﬁnd that game outcome is highly predictable, even after only a small
number of scoring events (Figure ). For instance, the winner of CFB and NFL games can
be accurately chosen more than % of the time after only a single scoring event, and this
rate increases to more than % by three events. NHL games are even more predictable,
in part because they are very low-scoring games, and the winner may be accurately chosen
roughly % of the time after the ﬁrst event. The fast rise of the AUC curve as a function
of continued scoring in these sports likely reﬂects the role played by diﬀerences in latent
team skill in producing large leads, which make outcomes more predictable (Figure ).
In contrast, NBA games are the least predictable, requiring more than  events before
the AUC exceeds %. This likely reﬂects the role of the ‘restoring force’ (Figure ), which
tends to make NBA games more unpredictable than we would expect from a simple model
of scoring, and signiﬁcantly more unpredictable than CFB, NFL or NHL games.
In all cases, the Markov chain substantially outperforms the ‘leader wins’ heuristic, even
in the low-scoring NHL games. This occurs in part because small leads are less informative
than large leads for guessing the winner, and the heuristic does not distinguish between
these.
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Figure 7 Predicting game outcome from dynamics. Probability of correctly predicting the game winner
(AUC) using the Markov chain model and the ‘leader wins’ model for football, hockey, and basketball. The
vertical line shows the average number of scoring events per game, and the highlighted region shows the
middle 50% of games around this value.

8 Discussion
Although there is increasing interest in quantitative analysis and modeling in sports [–
], many questions remain about what patterns or principles, if any, cut across diﬀerent
sports, what basic dynamical processes provide good models of within-game events, and
the degree to which the outcomes of games may be predicted from within-game events
alone. The comprehensive database of scoring events we use here to investigate such questions is unusual for both its scope (every league game over - seasons), its breadth (covering four sports), and its depth (timing and attribution information on every point in
every game). As such, it oﬀers a number of new opportunities to study competition in
general, and sports in particular.
Across college (American) football (CFB), professional (American) football (NFL), professional hockey (NHL) and professional basketball (NBA) games, we ﬁnd a number of
common patterns in both the tempo and balance of scoring events. First, the timing of
events in all four sports is remarkably well-approximated by a simple Poisson process (Figures  and ), in which each second of gameplay produces a scoring event independently,
with a probability that varies only modestly over the course of a game (Figure ). These
variations, however, follow a common three-phase pattern, in which a relatively constant
rate is depressed at the beginning of a scoring period, and increases dramatically in the ﬁnal few seconds of the period. The excellent agreement with a Poisson process implies that
teams employ very few strategically-chosen chains of events or time-sensitive strategies in
these games, except in a period’s end-phase, when the incentive to score is elevated. These
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results provide further support to some past analyses [, ], while contrasting with others [, ], showing no evidence for the popular notion of ‘hot hands,’ in which scoring
once increases the chance of scoring again soon.
Second, we ﬁnd a common pattern of imbalanced scoring between teams in CFB, NFL
and NHL games, relative to an ideal model in which teams are equally likely to win each
scoring event (Figure ). CFB games are much less balanced than NFL games, suggesting
that the transition from college to professional tends to reduce the team skill diﬀerences
that generate lopsided scoring. This reduction in variance is likely related both to only the
stronger college-level players successfully moving up into the professional teams, and in
the way the NFL Draft tends to distribute the stronger of these new players to the weaker
teams.
Furthermore, we ﬁnd that all three of these sports exhibit a pattern in which lead sizes
tend to increase over time. That is, the probability of scoring while in the lead tends to be
larger the greater the lead size (Figure ), in contrast to the ideal model in which lead sizes
increase or decrease with equal probability. As with overall scoring balance, the size of this
eﬀect in CFB games is much larger (about . times larger) than in NFL games, which is
consistent with a reduction in the variance of the distribution of skill across teams. That is,
NFL teams are generally closer in team skill than CFB teams, and this produces gameplay
that is much less predictable. Both of these patterns are consistent with a kind of BradleyTerry-type model in which each scoring event is a contest between the teams.
NBA games, however, present the opposite pattern: team scores are much closer than we
would expect from the ideal model, and the probability of scoring while in the lead eﬀectively decreases as the lead size grows (Figure ; a pattern originally identiﬁed by []). This
pattern produces a kind of ‘restoring force’ such that leads tend to shrink until they turn
into ties, producing games that are substantially more unpredictable. Unlike the pattern
in CFB, NFL and NHL, no distribution of latent team skills, under a Bradley-Terry-type
model, can produce this kind of negative correlation between the probability of scoring
and lead size.
Recently, [] analyzed similar NBA game data and argued that increased psychological
motivation drives teams that are slightly behind (e.g., by one point at halftime) to win the
game more often than not. That is, losing slightly is good for winning. Our analysis places
this claim in a broader, more nuanced context. The eﬀective restoring force is superﬁcially
consistent with the belief that losing in NBA games is ‘good’ for the team, as losing does
indeed empirically increase the probability of scoring. However, we ﬁnd no such eﬀect in
CFB, NFL or NHL games (Figure ), suggesting either that NBA players are more poorly
motivated than players in other team sports or that some other mechanism explains the
pattern.
One such mechanism is for NBA teams to employ strategies associated with substituting weaker players for stronger ones when they hold various leads, e.g., to allow their best
players to rest or avoid injury, manage ﬂoor spacing and oﬀensive/defensive combinations, etc., and then reverse the process when the other team leads. In this way, a team will
play more weakly when it leads, and more strongly when it is losing, because of personnel
changes alone rather than changes in morale or eﬀort. If teams have diﬀerent thresholds
for making such substitutions, and diﬀerently skilled best players, the averaging across
these diﬀerences would produce the smooth pattern observed in the data. Such substitutions are indeed common in basketball games, while football and hockey teams are inher-
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ently less able to alter their eﬀective team skill through such player management, which
may explain the restoring force’s presence in NBA games and its absence in CFB, NFL or
NHL games. It would be interesting to determine whether college basketball games exhibit the same restoring force, and the personnel management hypothesis could be tested
by estimating the on-court team’s skill as a function of lead size.
The observed patterns we ﬁnd in the probability of scoring while in the lead are surprisingly accurate at reproducing the observed variation in lead-size dynamics in these sports
(Figure ), and suggest that this one pattern provides a compact and mostly accurate summary of the within-game scoring dynamics of a sport. However, we do not believe these
patterns indicate the presence of any feedbacks, e.g., ‘momentum’ or cumulative advantage []. Instead, for CFB, NFL and NHL games, this pattern represents the distribution
of latent team skills, while for NBA games, it represents strategic decisions about which
players are on the court as a function of lead size.
This pattern also makes remarkably good predictions about the overall outcome of
games, even when given information about only the ﬁrst  scoring events. Under a controlled out-of-sample test, we found that CFB, NFL and NHL game outcomes are highly
predictable, even after only a few events. In contrast, NBA games were signiﬁcantly less
predictable, although reasonable predictions here can still be made, despite the impact of
the restoring force.
Given the popularity of betting on sports, it is an interesting question as to whether our
model produces better or worse predictions than those of established odds-makers. To
explore this question, we compared our model against two such systems, the online livebetting website Bovadab and the odds-maker website Sports Book Review (SBR).c Neither
site provided comprehensive coverage or systematic access, and so our comparison was
necessarily limited to a small sample of games. Among these, however, our predictions
were very close to those of Bovada, and, after % of each game’s events had occurred,
were roughly % more accurate than SBR’s money lines across all sports. Although the
precise details are unknown for how these commercial odds were set, it seems likely that
they rely on many details omitted by our model, such as player statistics, team histories,
team strategies and strengths, etc. In contrast, our model uses only information relating
to the basic scoring dynamics within a sport, and knows nothing about individual teams
or game strategies. In that light, its accuracy is impressive.
These results suggest several interesting directions for future work. For instance, further
elucidating the connection between team skill and the observed scoring patterns would
provide an important connection between within-game dynamics and team-speciﬁc characteristics. These, in turn, could be estimated from player-level characteristics to provide
a coherent understanding of how individuals cooperate to produce a team and how teams
compete to produce dynamics. Another missing piece of the dynamics puzzle is the role
played by the environment and the control of space for creating scoring opportunities. Recent work on online games with heterogeneous environments suggests that these spatial
factors can have large impact on scoring tempo and balance [], but time series data on
player positions on the ﬁeld would further improve our understanding. Finally, our data
omit many aspects of gameplay, including referee calls, timeouts, fouls, etc., which may
provide for interesting strategic choices by teams, e.g., near the end of the game, as with
clock management in football games. Progress on these and other questions would shed
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more light on the fundamental question of how much of gameplay may be attributed to
skill versus luck.
Finally, our results demonstrate that common patterns and processes do indeed cut
across seemingly distinct sports, and these patterns provide remarkably accurate descriptions of the events within these games and predictions of their outcomes. However, many
questions remain unanswered, particularly as to what speciﬁc mechanisms generate the
modest deviations from the basic patterns that we observe in each sport, and how exactly
teams exerting such great eﬀorts against each other can conspire to produce gameplay so
reminiscent of simple stochastic processes. We look forward to future work that further
investigates these questions, which we hope will continue to leverage the powerful tools
and models of dynamical systems, statistical physics, and machine learning with increasingly detailed data on competition.
Additional material
Additional ﬁle 1: Technical details on game mechanics (Appendix A) and points per scoring event, by sport
(Appendix B).
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a
Data provided by STATS LLC, copyright 2014.
b

See https://live.bovada.lv. Only data on NBA games were available.

c

See http://www.sbrforum.com/betting-odds.
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